NOTICE TO ALL MEMBERS OF THE NEWMAN BORED...ER, I MEAN BOARD:

THIS IS YOUR SECRETARY SPEAKING!
(or in honor of the Bicentennial, perhaps I should be your minutes-man. Bad pun.)

Yes, it’s time once again for a look at what’s happening, or more accurately, what happened (at the end of last year) in the world of Catholic Campus Ministry. When last we met, in nineteen hundred and seventy-five, the following made the scene: Rory, Jim, John, Steve, Paulio, Lissy, Paul B., Peggy, Paul G., Diane.

OLD BUSINESS.....ANTIQUE BUSINESS.....ANTQUATED BUSINESS.....ANTEDILUVIAN BUSINESS...

1. Once again, discussion on recruiting for Mass personnel - Jim is studying the situation. Possibility raised that we should train readers for next year.

2. Well, we just didn't have the heart to break up "that old gang of mine"...er, ours. I refer of course to the musicians. Since attendance is rarely 100%, it would be impractical. Laura and Wendy look good for next year as bosses.

3. Christmas Mass (wow, are these stale minutes). Rory, John, Pat, and Peggy got it together and decided to use a format similar to last year's. Since we will have programs at Mass, Hooke will be dimly-lit. Mathieson in charge of calling Fizz plant for microphones......AHA! SO SHE'S THE ONE!!!! Music will include piano, flute, and organ. Peg to tell musicians to be there at 10 PM; Mulligan and Depkovich to light candles.

4. Decorate the Little Yellow House on 12/11/75 - come down after supper.

5. And that old "letter to home" is done and ready for shipment! Rah!

6. The secretary instructed to thank Nancy and Sister Loretta for their "Hour of discovery" demo. Reminder: our tentative date is 2/28. Also a thank you note to Marianne for the Banners....but Paul will write that one.

NEW BUSINESS.....MODERN BUSINESS....."SPACE AGE"BUSINESS.......BUSINESS OF TOMORROW, EVEN...

1. Reserve Cowan for the last weekend in February.

2. We should set aside time in May to set up a calendar for next year's events.

3. This semester we are going to meet in the BIG NEWMAN HOUSE on the second and fourth Thursdays of the month. Starting....you guessed it...tonight, February 13, 1976!

4. Much discussion on the role of the informal meetings. These have deteriorated to purely social, when they are intended to be "think" meetings. We should be taking these, then, as seriously as the business meetings. Rory suggested that attendance should be mandatory, as in business meetings...unanimous consent. Excuses for absence should be made to the President or Secretary. Brown suggested that business should be centered on the one business meeting, tho', so that committees have time in between to get together and develop ideas.

Mathieson suggested we need to re-evaluate the role of the Board. Father and Paul will work toward a clarification of each components's role next semester.
5. Well, Mulligan is still rummaging around in trash cans looking for bits of "history" for the Newman Board...so if you've got any give it to her. ANYBODY HAVE ANY GOOD FLOOD PICTURES OF THE HOUSE??

6. We should be thinking about how we are going to elect members to this assembly, and more importantly, in what capacity. Work on a voting mechanism. Also, keep it in mind to look for people you might want to nominate...under rocks, behind trees. I'm getting good at that because those are the same places we are looking for a President.

7. NEW HOUSE.....Just about squared away. We will need to appeal for financial help to parents and alumni. Moving, painting, and plastering in January. A VERY BIG VOTE OF THANKS TO THOSE WHO WORKED SO HARD IN JANUARY WHEN OTHERS OF US WERE OTHERWISE OCCUPIED. REALLY.

8. Father says, "Thanks, all." Attendance has been better, and more people coming down to the house.

This edition of the CCM minutes has been brought to you with love by Mulderig.